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IntroductionIntroduction

►► Increasing data acquisition power has Increasing data acquisition power has 
made largemade large--scale sampled surfaces scale sampled surfaces 
prevalent in digital geometry processing prevalent in digital geometry processing 
pipeline.pipeline.

Laser scanner, structured light, Laser scanner, structured light, 
holoimageholoimage, , ……

►► Developing new techniques for pointDeveloping new techniques for point--
centered digital processing has become centered digital processing has become 
a common and longa common and long--term mission.term mission.

►► This paper focuses on realThis paper focuses on real--time (or time (or 
interactive) physical animation and interactive) physical animation and 
manipulation of sampled geometry.manipulation of sampled geometry.

Holoimage scanning system
in Stony Brook

(Courtesy of Gu et al.)



ContributionContribution

►►Physical simulation Physical simulation –– no meshno mesh
►►PointPoint--sampled geometry has no differential sampled geometry has no differential 

properties properties –– MLS methodMLS method
►►Node distribution control and numerical Node distribution control and numerical 

quadraturequadrature –– octreeoctree structurestructure
►►RealReal--time simulation time simulation –– modal warpingmodal warping



Computational FrameworkComputational Framework
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Elastic DeformationElastic Deformation
►► We use the We use the EulerEuler--LagrangeLagrange equations for the elastic deformation:equations for the elastic deformation:

wwhere the kinetic energy:here the kinetic energy:

is the mass matrix:is the mass matrix:

aand the elastic potential energy:nd the elastic potential energy:

is the strain tensor;is the strain tensor;

is the MLS shape function value of node    .is the MLS shape function value of node    .
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MeshlessMeshless MethodsMethods

►► Developed in Mechanical Engineering to solve Developed in Mechanical Engineering to solve 
PDEs/ODEsPDEs/ODEs numerically based on scattered nodes numerically based on scattered nodes 
without the need of additional mesh structure.without the need of additional mesh structure.

►► Advantages of Advantages of MeshlessMeshless Methods:Methods:
No mesh for the scattered nodesNo mesh for the scattered nodes
Spatial Spatial adaptivityadaptivity (node insertion/elimination)(node insertion/elimination)
Shape function polynomial order Shape function polynomial order adaptivityadaptivity
Minimized data management overheadMinimized data management overhead

►► We use the Moving Least Squares (MLS) shape We use the Moving Least Squares (MLS) shape 
function [Lancaster and function [Lancaster and SalkauskasSalkauskas, 1981], , 1981], 
employed in the Elementemployed in the Element--free free GalerkinGalerkin (EFG) (EFG) 
method [method [BelytchkoBelytchko et al. 1994]et al. 1994]



MLS Shape FunctionsMLS Shape Functions

►► Each node     is associated with a Each node     is associated with a 
positive weight function      of compact positive weight function      of compact 
support. The support of the weight support. The support of the weight 
function defines the influence domain function defines the influence domain 
of the node: of the node: 

►► The approximation of the field functionThe approximation of the field function
at a parametric position    is only at a parametric position    is only 

affected by those nodes whose weights affected by those nodes whose weights 
are nonare non--zero at    . zero at    . 
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►► If a function        defined on the domain     is sufficiently sIf a function        defined on the domain     is sufficiently smooth, we can mooth, we can 
define a define a ““locallocal”” approximation                around a fixed point           : approximation                around a fixed point           : 

where          are polynomial basis functions,          are theiwhere          are polynomial basis functions,          are their coefficients.r coefficients.
►► We can derive          by minimizing the weighted      norm:We can derive          by minimizing the weighted      norm:

i.e.i.e.

we obtain         by setting: we obtain         by setting: 

where the            matrix          is called where the            matrix          is called moment matrixmoment matrix::

►► So we obtain: So we obtain: 
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MLS Shape FunctionsMLS Shape Functions
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►► So the approximate field function can be written as:So the approximate field function can be written as:

where         is the vector of the MLS shape functions:where         is the vector of the MLS shape functions:

►► The The moment matrixmoment matrix will be illwill be ill--conditioned when:conditioned when:
1.1. The basis functions          are (almost) linearly dependent;The basis functions          are (almost) linearly dependent;
2.2. There are not enough nodal supports overlapping at the given poiThere are not enough nodal supports overlapping at the given point;             nt;             

Note that the necessary condition for the moment matrix to be inNote that the necessary condition for the moment matrix to be invertible vertible 
is:                                                             is:                                                             . . 

3.3. The nodes whose supports overlap at the point are arranged in a The nodes whose supports overlap at the point are arranged in a special pattern, special pattern, 
such as a plane for a complete linear basis         , or a conicsuch as a plane for a complete linear basis         , or a conic section for a section for a 
quadratic polynomial basis.quadratic polynomial basis.
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MLS Shape FunctionsMLS Shape Functions

►► The continuity of the shape function is directly related to the The continuity of the shape function is directly related to the continuity continuity 
of both weight functions and the polynomial basis. The FEM of both weight functions and the polynomial basis. The FEM 
equivalents can be reached if the weight functions are piecewiseequivalents can be reached if the weight functions are piecewise--
constant over each influence domain.constant over each influence domain.



Computational TechniquesComputational Techniques

►► We need to generate overlapping patches      comprising We need to generate overlapping patches      comprising 
a cover         of the domain      .a cover         of the domain      .

►► Unstructured distribution of nodes will cause many Unstructured distribution of nodes will cause many 
algorithmic difficultiesalgorithmic difficulties

Determination of the patches that contribute to a certain integrDetermination of the patches that contribute to a certain integration point ation point 
needs an expensive global search.needs an expensive global search.
The moment matrix may not be invertible if the patch covering coThe moment matrix may not be invertible if the patch covering conditions nditions 
are not satisfied.are not satisfied.
The interaction of scattered nodes with the geometric boundary bThe interaction of scattered nodes with the geometric boundary becomes ecomes 
difficult to handle.difficult to handle.

►► Hierarchical Hierarchical discretizationdiscretization for for meshlessmeshless dynamicsdynamics
OctreeOctree--based distance field for surface geometrybased distance field for surface geometry
OctreeOctree--based volumetric node placement and patch generationbased volumetric node placement and patch generation
OctreeOctree--based Gaussian integration for matrix assemblybased Gaussian integration for matrix assembly

IΩ
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Hierarchical Hierarchical DiscretizationDiscretization

►► We utilize the MultiWe utilize the Multi--level Partition of Unity (MPU) implicit level Partition of Unity (MPU) implicit 
surface construction method of [surface construction method of [OhtakeOhtake et al. 2003et al. 2003]]



Hierarchical Hierarchical DiscretizationDiscretization

►► Volumetric node placement and patch generationVolumetric node placement and patch generation
►► Gaussian integration for matrix assemblyGaussian integration for matrix assembly
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,                         , and                 are all diagonal.IMz = )( ΛICz βα += ΛKz =

Modal Analysis for Modal Analysis for MeshlessMeshless DynamicsDynamics

►► Basics of Modal Analysis:Basics of Modal Analysis:

FKuuCuM =++ &&& KMC βα +=(Rayleigh damping)

Let      and     be the solution matrices of the generalized eigenvalue
problem                          , such that                    and                      .

Ψ Λ
Λ=MΨKΨ IMΨΨT = ΛKΨΨT =

is called the modal displacement matrix, and we can let                      .Ψ )()( tt Ψzu =

FΨzKzCzM T
zzz =++ &&&

The ith column of      represents the ith mode shape and       contains 
the corresponding modal amplitudes. We can take only the dominant 
l columns of       by examining the eigenvalues.

Ψ )(tz
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rotation tensor

Modal Warping for Rotational DeformationModal Warping for Rotational Deformation

)(xΦ

►► Modal Warping [Modal Warping [ChoiChoi and and KoKo, 2005, 2005]]
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is the vector of MLS shape functions



►► Embed a local coordinate frame at each simulation node, which isEmbed a local coordinate frame at each simulation node, which is associated associated 
with a rotation matrix       computed from its rotation vector  with a rotation matrix       computed from its rotation vector  ..

Modal Warping for Rotational DeformationModal Warping for Rotational Deformation

►► The nonThe non--linear dynamic system can be approximated at each local coordinalinear dynamic system can be approximated at each local coordinate te 
frame as a linear Eulerframe as a linear Euler--LagrangianLagrangian equationequation ::

FRKuuCuM T=++ LLL &&&

( )FRΨzKzCz zz
TT=++ LLL &&&)()( tt LL Φzu =By modal decomposition                              :By modal decomposition                              :

►► Manipulation constraints (position/rotation) can be integrated uManipulation constraints (position/rotation) can be integrated using sing 
Lagrange multipliers.Lagrange multipliers.

iR iw
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results

modelmodel pointspoints nodesnodes modesmodes sec/framesec/frame
barbar 5,6345,634 1,0081,008 6464 0.0130.013
IgeaIgea 134,345134,345 822822 6464 0.0230.023

balljointballjoint 137,062137,062 357357 6464 0.0260.026
rabbitrabbit 67,03867,038 1,2511,251 6464 0.0190.019
SantaSanta 75,78175,781 1,1501,150 128128 0.0280.028

►► Implemented on Windows XP PC with dual Intel Xeon Implemented on Windows XP PC with dual Intel Xeon 
2.8GHz CPUs, 2.0GB RAM, and 2.8GHz CPUs, 2.0GB RAM, and GeForceGeForce FxFx 5900 Ultra GPU. 5900 Ultra GPU. 

►► For all the data sets, the MLS preFor all the data sets, the MLS pre--computation for the computation for the 
system matrices takes < 10 minutes, and modal system matrices takes < 10 minutes, and modal 
decomposition takes < 1 minute.decomposition takes < 1 minute.



ConclusionConclusion

►►A realA real--time time meshlessmeshless animation and animation and 
simulation paradigm for pointsimulation paradigm for point--sampled sampled 
volumetric objects.volumetric objects.

►►Both interior and surface representation only Both interior and surface representation only 
consist of point samples. consist of point samples. 

►►Exploit the Exploit the Modal WarpingModal Warping technique in the technique in the 
meshlessmeshless framework to achieve realframework to achieve real--time time 
manipulation and deformation.manipulation and deformation.



Future WorkFuture Work

►►MeshlessMeshless physical simulation can be slow, physical simulation can be slow, 
especially when changing topology (such as especially when changing topology (such as 
cracks, or surgical cutting process). Are cracks, or surgical cutting process). Are 
there any geometrythere any geometry--driven semidriven semi--physical physical 
simulation possible?...simulation possible?...

►►Volumetric mapping for material modeling, Volumetric mapping for material modeling, 
humanhuman--computer interactioncomputer interaction……
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